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Urbanisation and growth of Rio
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Unit 2A— Urban Issues and Challenges 67

Urbanisation

Urban areas (towns andcities) are popular ae to be and getting ever more so. You need to know why...
 

   
Dpaishe drewithinnthe ponctionnofa constaS; population living iin urban areas.

2) It's happeningiin countries all over the world — more than 50%of the world's population
currently live in urban areas (3.9 billion people) and this is increasing every day.

3) The rate of urbanisation differs between countries that are richer and those that are poorer. 4

4) High Income Countries (HICs) are more economically developed, e.g. UK, Japan and Germany.
Urbanisation happenedearlier in HICs than in LICs and NEEs,e.g. during the Industrial Revolution,
and mostof the population now alreadylive in urban areas.

5) mos have very slow rates of urban growth, and many people desiring a better quality oflife are moving
way from overcrowded cities to rural areas. Good transport and communication networks mean that

pooplo ¡in HICs canlive in rural areas and commute to cities, or work from home.

6) Low Income Countries (LICs) are less economically developed, e.g. Ethiopia, Nepal and Afghanistan.
Not many of the population in LICs currently live in urban areas. In general,the fastest rates of
urbanisation in the world are inLICs.

7) Newly Emerging Economies (NEEs) are those where economic developmentis increasing rapidly,
e.g. Brazil, China, Russia, India. The percentage of the populationliving in urban areasvaries.
SomeNEEssuchas Thailand, Nigeria and China are experiencing rapid urban growth.

 

 

   
 

 

 

 

Urbanisation is Causedby Rural-pian Migration and NaturalIncrease

1) Rural-urban migration is the movement of people from the countryside to the cities. The rate of
rural-urban migration is affected by push factors (things that encourage people to leave an area) and
pull factors (things that encourage people to moveto an area). It's usually a combination
of push and pull factors that causes people to migrate.

  

 

   
 

 

   

     

  

  

   

    

f gl) Natural disasters, e.g. floods and earthquakes, | 1) There are more jobs in urban
r wY* can damage property and farmland, which el areas that are often better paid.

2 people afford to repair. WES 2) Access to better health care
8 Mechanisation of agricultural equipment — 9 and education.
A farms require fewer workers so there are fewer jobs. A 3) To join other family members

5 Desertification can make land unproductive (see 31), E who have already movedE eser p p- 5 dy a
so people can no longer support themselves. 4) People think they will have a

fone! or war can cause epto0 fire their homes. |: * beHer quality oflite. i
  
 

2) Urbanisation is also caused4 by natural increase. Natural increase is when the birthrateis’ bichor
than the death rate, i.e. more people-arebeing born than are duing, so the population grows. 4

3) It's normally young people that moveto cities to findwork. These people then have children inwiE
the cities, which increases the proportion of the population living in urbanareas. Also, better healihoare
in urban areas means people live longer, again increasing the proportion of people in urban areas. :

4) High rates of urbanisation are leading to the growth of megacities. A megacity is an urban area with over
10 million people living there, e.g. Mumbaiin India. There are now 24 megacities — morethan two thirds
are in LICs and NEEs, and more new megacities are expectedto emergein Asia and Africa by 2030.

    
  “

  Whatbetter way to start a new section than learning the page and then having a crack at an exam question:

1) _Suggest ttwo reasonsLor the rapidraratecoturbangrowth inin somee NES. 2)

Zip wires and bouncypavements— that would bea megacity... En

VE,  
Unit 2A—Utban Issues;and Challenges  



 

Homework1 - Dateset: Date Due
 

 

 

Define the term urbanisation

Give a reason why most people in HIC’s already live in urban areas

Give a reason why many people in HIC’s are now movingto rural areas

Where do most people still live in LIC’s? (urban or rural areas)

Why do most people still live in rural areas in LIC’s

Whatis increasing rapidly in NEE’s

Define the term rural —urban migration

Describe three push factors that causerural-urban migration

Describe three pull factors that attract people to urban areas

How doesnatural increase cause population growth?

What age group of personis mostlikely to move to a city to find work?

Give two ways young people moving to cities increases the urban population

What is a megacity?

How many megacities are there currently?

Where are most megacities found in the world?

Where are most new megacities expected to emerge by 2030

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
Case study:

Migration to Rio

The exam paperwill refer to this case study in an exam questionas;

‘Using a case study of a city in a LIC or NEE'
   
 Example question : Using a case study, assess the opportunities and challenges of rural to urban migration
 

 

Key idea: Rio has grownrapidly in the last 50 years to over 13 million people. It is a major industrial, administrative, commercial and tourist
centre. This has encouraged millions of people to migrate here from rural parts of Brazil, and other South American countries. They are

attracted by economic(jobs) and social (healthcare, education, services and entertainment) opportunities. Many people end up living in low
quality illegal squatter settlementscalled favelas. Life is hard and conditions are poor but economic opportunities outweigh social challenges.
 

 

Reasonsfor migration to Rio

Push factors

People want to leave the countryside in Brazil and

other countries e.g. Argentina and Bolivia because;
Subsistence farming is hard and poorly paid. Only

enoughis grownfor the family leaving nothingto sell.

Drought in NE Brazil leads to water stress and crop

failure, leading to poverty, ill health and malnutrition.

There are few doctors or hospitals in remote regions.

Schools provide only basic education reducing future

life chancesfor children.

Rural areasare isolated due to poorroads.

Pullfactors

People are attracted tocities like Rio because;
There are more well paid jobs increasing income and

standard ofliving.
There are many moreservices such as schools and

hospitals leading to better education and health, and

improving standard ofliving and quality oflife.

A rangeof entertainmentis available.

Family and friends are already living there.  

Economic opportunities and challenges

Opportunities - Employment

Rio is Brazils second most important industrial

centre producing 5% of Brazils GDP. Manufacturing

industries include chemicals, clothing, furniture,

electronics, processed foods, steel, construction.

A majorport, e.g. exporting coffee, sugar, iron ore.

Many multinational companies locatein Rio.

Tourism is a major industry e.g. Copacabana and

Ipanema beaches with many tourist hotels.

Challenges — Inequality and unemployment

The richest 1% earn 12% of Rio's income. The

poorest 50% earn only 13% overall.

Unemploymentrates in favelas are over 20%.

Most favela dwellers work in the informal economy

in poorly paid jobs (£60 per month)like street

sellers, labourers and maids.

Informal workers have few rights e.g. insurance,

sick pay or unemployment benefits.

They pay no tax reducing government income that

can be spent improvingservicesin Rio.   

Cultural and Social opportunities and challenges

Opportunities — Cultural

Cultural capital of Brazil with over 50 museums.

Holds the world famous Rio Carnival each year.

UNESCOworld heritagesite.

Opportunities — Social

As a majorcity, Rio has a wide range of services such

as schools, healthcare and entertainment.

The South and West zones have beautiful beaches,

luxury apartments, shopping malls recreational and

touristfacilities e.g. Olympic stadium.

Challenges — Social - Favelas

Rio has over 1000illegal squatter settlements called

favelas. There is great social deprivation e.g.

Rocinha, home to 75000 people.

Over 2 million people live in favelas in Rio.

Challenges - Social - Crime

Robbery and violent crime are a major problem with

over 5000 murdersperyear.

Powerful gangs control drugtrafficking in many

of the favelas, causing fear and death.
 

 

 

 



 

 

 Case study:
 
Homework2 - Dateset: Date Due

  Migration to Rio   
 

Key idea: Rio has grown

centre. This has encouraged millions of people to
attracted by

low quality

(jobs) and

squatter settlementscalled

here from

in the last 50 years to over __ million people. Itis a major industrial, administrative, commercial and tourist

parts ofBrazil, and other South American countries. They are
(healthcare, education, services and entertainment) opportunities. Many people end up living in

. Conditions are poor but economic opportunities outweigh social challenges.
 

  

 

Reasonsfor migration to Rio

Push factors

People wantto leave the countryside in Brazil and

other countries e.g. Argentina and Bolivia because;

farming is hard and poorly paid. Only

enoughis grownfor the family leaving nothing to_

in NE Brazil leads to water stress and crop

, leading to poverty,ill health and

There are few doctors or hospitals in remote regions.

Schools provide only education reducing

future life chancesfor children.

Rural areas are due to poorroads.

Pullfactors

People are attractedtocities like Rio because;

There are more well paid increasing

and ofliving.

There are many more services such as and

leading to better education and health,

and improving standard ofliving and

A range of is available.

Family andfriendsare already there.

oflife.  

Economic opportunities and challenges

Opportunities - Employment

Rio is Brazils most important industrial

centre producing __% of Brazils GDP. Manufacturing

industries include , , ,

electronics, foods, steel,

A major port, e.g. exporting , , iron ore.

Many companies locate in Rio.

is a major industry e.g. and

Ipanema beaches with many hotels.

Challenges — Inequality and unemployment

The richest __% earn % of Rio’s income. The

poorest % earn only % overall.

Unemploymentrates in favelas are over %.

Most favela dwellers work in the

economy in poorly paidjobs (£____per month) like
sellers, and

Informal workers have few rights e.g. ,

pay or benefits.

They pay no reducing government income

that can be spent improving in Rio.

 

  

Cultural and Social opportunities and challenges

Opportunities — Cultural

Cultural capital of Brazil with over____. museums.
Holds the world famousRio each year.

UNESCO world heritagesite.

Opportunities — Social

As a major city, Rio has a wide range of services such

as , and entertainment.

The South and West zones have beautiful

luxury shopping malls recreational

and tourist facilities e.g. Olympic stadium.

Challenges — Social - Favelas

Rio has over illegal squatter settlements

called favelas. There is great social deprivation e.g.

Rocinha, home to 75000 people.

Over million peoplelive in favelas in Rio.

Challenges — Social - Crime

Robbery and crime are a major problem

with over murders peryear.

Powerful gangs control trafficking in

manyof the favelas, causing fear and

 

   



 
 

Case study

Social challenges

The exam paper will refer to this case study in an exam questionas;

‘Using a case studyofa city ina LIC or NEE'
 

 

in Rio   Example question : Assessthe effectiveness of attempts to overcomeRio’s social challenges
  

 
 

Key idea: Rio is continuing to grow rapidly. This has created a rangeof social challenges, such as providing education, healthcare, water,
electricity and dealing with crime, particularly in the favelas. The authorities have attempted to solve these problems but have only been
partially successful due to lack of funding and the continued growth of the population. There has been somecriticism that many of the

changesbenefit peopleliving in favelas near the Olympic stadium and that police and Government corruptionis a problem
 

 

ProblemsofLife in the favelas

Construction — Poorly constructed buildings cramped

together on dangeroushillsides are prone to

landslides e.g. 224 people killed in a landslide in 2010.

Thereis limited road access to crampedhillsides.

Services — Lack of access to running water for 12% of

people, who get drinking water from shared taps.

Sewers are often smelly, rat infested open drains.

Around 50% of buildings have no sewage connections.

Many homeshaveillegal electricity connections.

Unemployment — Unemploymentis as high as 20%

with many people on low wages (£60 per month)

workingin irregular informal jobs.

Crime — High crime and murderrates (20 per 1000)

Drugs gangs run manyfavelas, causing fear.

People distrust the police because of corruption.

Health — Infant mortality rates are as high as 50 per

1000 children born.

Wasteleft in streets increases the chanceof disease
People are cramped together so disease spreads.   

Social Challengesin Rio

Healthcare — Only 55% ofthecity havelocal family

health clinics, and services for pregnant women

andtheelderly are poor.

Life expectancyis as low as 45 in the worstfavelas.

Education — Only half of Rio’s children stay in

education after the age of 14. Manyjoin gangs.

There is a shortage of schools and teachers.

There is low pay and poortraining for teachers.

Water supply — 12% of Rio’s population do not
have access to running water.

37% of water lost through leaks and illegal access.

Energy — Thecity suffers frequent blackouts

through energy shortages.

Many favela dwellers steal electricity byillegally

tapping the mainssupply.

Crime — Robbery and violent crime lead to over

5000 murders per year.

Favelas — Around 40% of Rio’s populationlivein

favelas.  

Solutionsto social challenges in Rio

Healthcare — Hospital staff enter some favelas and

test for disease then treat it, reducing the deathrate.

Education — Authorities have attempted to improve

education by encouraging volunteers to help in

favelas, giving school grants to poor families for kids

to stay in school, giving grants to improveleisure

activities and opening a private university in Rocinha

favela.

Watersupply — Seven new treatment plants have

been built and 300km of pipeslaid to improve water

supply in favelas.

Energy — 60km of new powerlines installed

A new nuclear electricity power station built.

A new hydroelectricity complex is being developed

which will provide 30% ofRio’s electricity.

Crime — Police Pacify units are established to remove

drugs gangs from favelas.

Favelas —Favela Barrio project is a site and service
schemeinvesting $1 dollars to improvefavelas.
 

 

 

 



 
 

 
  
Homework3 - Dateset: Date Due

     :

224: Rio’s populationis

and

 

these problems and have only been

rapidly. This causes social challenges such as providing

particularly in the areasofillegal home madehousing called

successful. This is because of a lack of
the . There has also beencriticism that most of the improvementsarein the favelas near the
some people think the police and Government are

 

J J

. The authorities have struggled to solve

and the continued growth of

stadium. Also

so not all the money goes whereit is needed most.
 

 

Problems oflife in the favelas

CONSTRUCTION

Poorly

in dangerof

buildings on steep hillsides are

people were killed in a landslide in 2010.

Thereis also limited access dueto

crampedhillsides.

SERVICES

% of people don’t have access to clean water.

% of homes have no sewage connections.

Open sewers are smelly and infested,

spreading

UNEMPLOYMENT

The unemploymentrateis %.

Many people earn £ per month in the

sector.

CRIME

gangs run many favelas. Murder rates

are per 1000 people.

People distrust the police because of

HEALTH

Infant mortality is as high as

Wasteleft in the streets spreads

Disease spreads easily in the conditions.

per 1000 births.  

Social challenges in Rio

HEALTHCARE

Only

Services for

are poor.

EDUCATION

Half of Rio’s children leave school aged

% have access to local health clinics

women and the

Solutions to social challenges

HEALTHCARE

staff enter favelas and checkfor

disease, reducing the rate.

EDUCATION

help in the favelas

to poor families to help keep kids in school 

Many children join

There are shortages of

WATER SUPPLY

% ofthe population don’t have access to

and

running .

% of wateris lost through and

use.

ENERGY

Energy shortages cause frequent

Favela dwellers have to electricity by

taping the mains becauseit is too expensive.

CRIME

There are over

because od

FAVELAS

murders per year

and crime.

% of peoplelive in favelas.  

A private has opened in Rocinha favela

WATER SUPPLY

new water treatment plants have been built

km of new water pipes have beenlaid in the

favelas

ENERGY

A new energy power station has ben built

A electricity plant is being built which will

provide % of Rio’s energy needs

CRIME

Police units are created to remove

gangsfrom favelas

FAVELAS

Thefavela project has invested $
billion dollars to improve conditionsin favelas.

 

 

 



 

Homework4 - Dateset: Date Due
  
 

To what extent do urban areas in Lower Income countries (LICs) or Newly

Emerging Economies (NEEs) provide social and economic opportunities for

migrants [6 marks]

Use a exampleof a city you have studied

 

 

 

Rio is a rapidly growingcity with a population of million. Most

migrants are pulled to Rio becauseof the social opportunitiese.g.

and and economic opportunities e.g.

available in the city. These improve of

and of for some but notall of the migrants, with

millions ending up living in with terrible living conditions.

Economic opportunities include jobs in
 

 

 

These provide jobs for many but unemploymentin the favelasis %

and many people workin the economyin jobslike

and where wagesaverage £ per month and they have

few worker rights such as
 

 

This means
 

 

Social opportunities include and

Schools allow children to
 

 

 

Hospitals mean that
 

 

 

Howeverin the favelas there a lack of both meaning
 

 

 

Overall | think that cities like Rio offer some social and economic

Opportunities but for many
 

 

 



 

 

Case study

Environmental

The exam paperwill refer to this case study in an exam questionas;

‘Using a case studyofa city in a LIC or NEE'
 
 

challengesin Rio   Example question : Explain how environmental problemscan affect quality of life in rapidly growingcities
  

 
 

Key idea: Rio has grownrapidly in the last 50 years. It has become a major industrial, administrative, commercial and tourist centre. This has
encouraged millions of people to migrate here from rural parts of Brazil, and other South American countries. The rapid growthofcities like
Rio causes a range of environmental problemsthat can affect the quality oflife of the people living there. The authorities have attempted to

overcomethese problems but physical and humanfactors makethis very difficult. They have been partially successful
 

 

WhydoesRio have environmental problems?

Physical reasons

Rio is surrounded by steep mountains reducing

the amountof space available for roads and

settlementon the flat coastal lowland. This means

roads becomevery congestedwithtraffic, causing

air pollution.

Atlantic mist blows overthe city mixing with car

fumes to create a dangerous smogoverthecity.

Humanreasons

The city is rapidly growing, and the lack of

available space meansthat new favelasare built

on steep, inaccessible mountain sides makingit

difficult to provide services like sewage, clean

waterorto collect household waste.

Many peopleprefer to travel by car because of

high crime rates, increasing air pollution.

Waterandair pollution from industry is a major

problem.
  

Problemsfor quality oflife in Rio

Air pollution — Rio is the most congestedcity in

South America. Exhaust fumes build up

creating dangerous pollution. 5000 people per

year die dueto air pollution.

Water pollution — Guanabara bayis highly

polluted affecting wildlife and human health.

200 tonnes of raw sewage and 50 tonnesof

industrial waste enter the bay each day. Oil

spills have occurred from an oil refinery, and

ships clean their fuel tanks in the bay every day.

Tourist beaches could be affected, threatening

humanhealth and reducing tourism.

Waste pollution — Access to the favelas to

collect household wasteis very difficult. Much

has to be taken out by hand or is dumped by

residents. This encourages rats and pollutes

water supplies, spreading diseaseslike cholera.  

Environmentalsolutions in Rio

Reducingtraffic congestion — Tunnels through

mountains connect different parts of the city. The

public Metro system has been expanded,Toll

roadsin to the city reduce congestion. Main

coastal roads become one wayin rush hourto

improvetraffic flow. This all aims to reduce air

pollution.

Reducing sewageand waterpollution — 12 new

sewage treatmentplants have been built and

5km of new sewagepipesinstalled around the

most polluted areas.

Ships are fined for discharging fuel in to the bay.

Using waste for energy — A powerplant has been

built that uses methane from rotting rubbish to

produce electricity for 1000 homes. It uses 30

tonnes of rubbish per day.
 

 

 

 



 

 
 

  

Case study — Environmental challenges in Rio Homework5 - Dateset:
 

Date Due
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This has caused

Physical and

successful.

Rio has grownrapidly in the last

This has encouraged millions of people to migrate here from

years. It is a major

problemsthat affect

, administrative, commercial and

parts of Brazil and other

oflife for people living there.
factors makeit very difficult to overcomethe environmental problems but the authorities have been

centre.

American countries.

 

Causesof Rio’s environmental problems

Physical reasons

Rio is surroundedby steep

space available for and

. This means roads becomevery

with traffic causing pollution

from vehicle exhausts.

reducing

Mist from the

to create a dangerous

mixes with care fumes

over thecity.

Humanreasons

Thecity is rapidly . Alack of space

meansnewfavelas are built to steep inaccessible

sides makingit difficult to provide

serviceslike , clean or to

collect household

Many people preferto travel by car becauseof high

rates which increase pollution.

and pollution from

Problemsfor Quality of Life in Rio
Air pollution

Rio is the most

America.

pollution.

city in South

fumes create dangerous

people die each year from air pollution

Waterpollution

bay is highly polluted affecting

and humanhealth

tonnes of raw sewage and

of industrial waste enter the bay each day.

Oil spills have occurred from a nearly

Ships clean their tanksin the bay.

Waterpollution could affect the industry.

tonnes

Wastepollution

Collecting waste from favelasis

difficult due to lack of roads.

Manyfavela dwellers

streets

Dumped waste encourages

supplies.

their waste in the

and pollutes

 

is also a major problem  Diseases spread such as  

Environmental solutions in Rio

Reducingtraffic congestion

Tunnels through

of the city

The public system has been expanded to

get people on public transport and cars of the road.

roads charge people goint to the city

centre so less people usecars.
Roads become way in rush hourto improve

traffic flow.

Less cars and traffic congestion helps reduce

pollution

connect different parts

Reducing sewage and waterpollution

new sewageplants have beenbuilt.

km of new sewagepipes have beeninstalled
in the most polluted areas.

Ships are for cleaning fuel tanks in the bay.

Using wastefor energy

A powerplant uses from rotting rubbish

to power homes. It uses tonnes
of rubbish perday.
 

 

 



 

 

Example

Favela Bairro

The exam paperwill refer to this case study in an exam questionas;

‘For an urban planning strategy in an NEE country’
 

 

Project   Example exam question: Evaluate the effectiveness of the project at improving quality oflife for the urban poor.
 

 

Key idea: The Favela Bairro (‘Neighbourhood’) Projectis a site and service scheme set up by the Rio authorities to
improve conditions andquality of life for the urban poorliving in Rio’s manyfavelas. There have been both successes and
failures of the project. Although quality oflife for many has improved,it is unlikely to be successfulfor all Rio’s residents

due to a limited budget, the 1000+ favelas and millions ofpeople involved, and the constantly growing population.
 

 

 

The needto improvelife in the favelas:

Site & Service Scheme. Local authority provides land &

services for residents to build homes. Complexo do Alemao
are favelas in Rio’s North Zone - more than 60,000 people.

Complexo do Alemao improvements
+ Anew cable car system acrossthe hillsides. People given

a free return ticket each day.

» Accessto credit to allow residents to buy materials to
improve their homes.

+ 100% mortgages available for people to buy their own

homes.

° A Pacifying Police Unit (PPU) setup with Police patrolling
the community to help reduce crime.

+ Roads have been paved €: given formal names.
° Access to a water supply & drainage system for improved

sanitation.

+ New Health, Leisure & Education facilities built.

° Hillsides secured to prevent landslides.  

Successesof the Project:

Whathas happened in Complexo do Alemao as a

result of the Favela Bairro Project is now recognised
as a ‘model’ solution to improve thelives of the

urban poorin favelas. This strategy has been used

in other Brazilian cities too. Main achievements

include:

Improved Quality of Life. Access to a safe water

supply & improvedsanitation reducesillness.

Realistic options to own their homes & access to
credit to improve them. Better healthcare &

education.

Improved Mobility. Cable Car System & Free Ticket

improvesa residents ability to work & find better

paid jobs, as they can reach the Centro in 16

minutes. But walking takes 2 hours.

Improved Safety and security

Police Pacifying Unit has improved safety and

reduced violence and drug and gangrelated crime.

 

  

Failures of the Project:

Budget. $1billion has been spent in Complexo do

Alemao but this may not be enough for every

favela.

Maintenance. The newly built infrastructure is not

being maintained.

Self Help Problems. Residents lack skills & resources
to make their own improvements & repairs.

Education. Moretraining is needed to improve

literacy & employmentprospects.

The Poorest Remain Poor.Rents are rising in the

improved favelas, but the poorest inhabitants are

even poorer!

Context & Historical Problems. Until as recently as

1980 the authorities didn’t acknowledge the

existence of favelas & they were not shown on any

council maps. Something neededto be donefor the

City’s poorestcitizens.

  



 

  
Homework6 -Dateset: Date Due
 

 

 

For an urban planning strategy in an NEE orLIC city, evaluate the

effectiveness of the project at improving quality oflife for the urban poor.

[9 marks]

The projectis a and

scheme where the local authority provide
 

 

An example of a place in Rio wereit has taken place is Complexo

. It is designed to improve
 

 

It has been totally/partially/not successful in this aim.

A new cable car system
 

 

This allows residents to
 

 

 

A Police Pacify unit
 

 

This has improved
 

 

Accessto better water and drainage
 

This meansless people
 

Accessto credit and 100% mortgages
 

 

 

This allows people to
 

 

Howevereducation and trainingis still
 

 

This means many people
 

 

Manyresidents lack the skills to
 

 

This meansthey can’t
 

Also the $1 billion budgetis
 

 

Therefore many favelas
 

 

Overall the project has given improvements for some but

 

 

 
 


